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By Tadashige ISHIHARA

In the present addenda we note that a " multiple distribution " can
be considered in a more general case than the one considered in the
paper mentioned in the title, which has wider ranges of applications.
We give also here some corrections of the errata found in the paper.

In the original paper we defined the modified topology of ®*(Λ;, t)
by the introduction of a collection of bounded sets (Arnold's family) in

Φ*(f), and denoted the obtained space by Φ^ΛΓ, t) or SbQ*(jr, t). We

considered further the space r(S>Q*(x, t) or 'SVU, t) which is a closure

of a ®v(*, t) by the dual topology &Q*(x, t) or <$/Q™(x, /).
Now we can modify the topology of 3)*(#) ® ®v(ί) also by the

similar Arnold's family. We consider further a closure of a ®v(#, t) by
the dual topology of the obtained topological vector space and denote

the obtained space similarly by /(5)Q*(x, t) or 'SD ί̂*, t). The new XS)0*(^, t)

or '©^(tf, ί) in a special case concides with the old '©(#, ί) or '©$*(#, /)

and any element Te/<S)Q'rc(xyt) or e '©</(#, t) defines a multiple distribu-
tion TQ which has the same (and often refined) properties as the old
ones.

This extension is attained without essential alteration of proofs.
That is to say, the following modifications of the notations, phrases
and clauses in the original paper give us the extended theory.
(i) Replacemet of ©*(/) or 93J/) by ®v(£) or 93V(/), and similar modifica-
tion of suffix, (pp. 191, 192, 193, 197, 198 and ©^(f)-*®^/) in p. 194).
(ii) Deletion of superfluous clauses and phrases about Φ*(ΛΓ, t), or repla-
cement of ©*(*, t) by ©*(*) ® ®v(ί) (P 192).
(iii) Deletion of superfluous conditions about the order π, v, μ which
originate in the equality of the order π of ©*(#) and of S)*(f), or additions
of the necessary conditions of the contrary case. (pp. 196, 197, 199,
200 or pp. 193, 197).

After these three sorts of modifications, all the lemmas and theorems
in the paper still hold if we give the n$w meanings to the notation^


